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The Company

We add new gloss to your surfaces made from stone or tile!

Finalit Stone Care GmbH is a very successful Austrian company with its headquarters in Baden 
near Vienna. Their international network covers more than 20 countries worldwide. Finalit is the 
market leader for stone and ceramic care in Europe, due to its professionally executed service 
and high-quality products.

Finalit teams have been cleaning and impregnating natural and artificial stone, and tile sur-
faces, for over 20 years. Both private and public institutions rely on the experience of Finalit.

Our products are developed in-house, used daily and are therefore constantly being tested and improved!

The highly efficient products have been developed and continuously refined by Mr. Kurt Lei-
dinger in his stonemasonry, in order to be able to treat problems that occurred during his work 
with different types of stone – initially for personal use only. In 1997 his daughter Margit 
Leidinger started to market the products professionally and they turned from an insider 
tip into a top seller.

The Finalit product range includes basic cleaners, special cleaners, impregnations, care 
products, additives and extensice accessory that is necessary for the treatment of stone.

Anything is possible!

For almost every problem that occurs with stone or tile surfaces, we have a tailor-made solution. We carry out our professional 
service both domestically and abroad. Every construction site - regardless of whether it is a private or public area - receives 
the same attention.

We do not keep our knowledge for ourselves!

As part of regular Finalit Academy training seminars, the professionals at Finalit are happy to 
pass on their user knowledge. In 1- or 2-day courses in Baden or Munich, the participants will gain 
a deep understanding of stone and tile care as well as the treatment and avoidance of problems.

Finalit stands for Quality!

Numerous reference objects in Austria and abroad prove the professionalism and effectiveness of Finalit. Next to other entities, 
Finalit has been in charge to work on World Heritage sites. Therefore, both the quality of the products and our work have been 
tested and confirmed by various international bodies: MA 39 Research Institute of the City of Vienna, Ministry of Antiquities Cairo, 
Setsco Services Singapore, Building Materials Testing Center Wismar, BTI Linz, EMPA Switzerland, ...

Saqqara-Step Pyramid, Cairo Austrian Parliament, ViennaLady Diana Memorial, London Marina Bay Sands Hotel, Singapore
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